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At present，Chinese pension system is“double track”：namely pension of the 
enterprise workers excute the social endowment insurance system，or pension of the 
civil service retirement is burden by the government completely. Review the domestic 
research on the “double track” of pension system in recent years：on the one hand，
the more research of the pension is from the angle of sociology or economics，but 
from the perspective of law is less；on the other hand，the previous studies is from the 
interests of the workers of enterprises and is one-sided that the enterprise workers 
relative to the civil servants in the pension system is disadvantage.The conclusion is 
that the“double track”of pension system benefit to the civil servants. The research 
from the basic rights of “the former civil servants”who leaved the government is less. 
The“double track”of pension system impact on “the former civil servants”who 
change job. In fact，the shiny occupation of the civil servants contain the tremendous 
occupation risk and social crisis. Once the civil servant before leaving the state，he 
will face the problem that “within the system”isn’t relation to “outside the system”
on the pension system， even and lose the old-age security of the pension 
system.Therefore，to clarify both fundamental rights and the abuse of the system in 
the“double track”of pension system，we can find that there is no absolute benefit for 
other partys in it. This system increased the burden of finance and hindered talent in 
the bidirectional flow of inside and outside of the system. 
In recent years，the many developed country or area that was the“double track”
of pension system have to reform original system and establish of the new civil 
society endowment insurance system. These the reform experience on the countries or 
regions will be valuable for our country that it reform pension system. Based on the 
above research background，that the“double track”of pension system isn’t scientific 
from the protection of fundamental rights theory，and I will put forward to the design 
for our country civil servants into the social endowment insurance system，constructe 
of multi-level social pension security system and perfect the related policies of 
endowment insurance system. 
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第一节  基本权利保障 
一、基本权利的内涵 
14 世纪至 16 世纪，欧洲国家出现“三 R 运动”，即文艺复兴（Renaisance）、
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